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Scenes of Village Life, 1920-1970

The impact within the village of depression between the wars and of total war after
1939 have been well captured in the following series of short articles that have
appeared in the Hook Norton Newsletter since 2017. Most of them have been written
by James Tobin, himself a native of the village who grew up here during the latter
part of the period. But we begin with a childhood memory of the depression by Geoff
Hillman, who was born in the village in 1919.
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On the Dole: Baking the Yorkshire Pudding
I remember ‘Baker Haynes’. His bakery was in the area then called
Downtown, at the bottom of Bell Hill, across from Woodbine Cottage where we lived
in the late twenties and thirties. As an eight-year old I loved the smell of the bread
and, if I was sent across to get some from the bakery, I always got into trouble with
my mother for fingering a hole in the crust and pulling out some fresh bread.
On Sundays, it was my job to carry the Yorkshire pudding across to the
bakery to have it cooked in the ovens. The baker had to keep his ovens hot ready
for Monday and so he would charge 3d. [1½p.] for cooking Sunday lunch for anyone
who wanted. My mother would give me a baking pan, about 15 inches by 9 inches
[38 x 23 cm], flowing with the batter mixture made of milk and beaten eggs, with
potatoes and vegetables piled in it. If there was a joint, it would stand on a trivet in
the middle so that its roasting juices flowed down into the pudding. There wasn’t
always a joint because we couldn’t afford butcher’s meat, but there might be some
mutton or a rabbit if my father had caught one. Meat was always meant mainly for
the working man, not the family.
Nobody could afford much because Hook Norton was a poor place at that
time. My father had had a good job as a stockman at Swerford Park, looking after
the cattle and seeing to the milking, the separating of the milk, and churning of the
cream into butter. It used to go for sale in Pilsworth’s shops, in the High Street here
in Hook Norton (where the dentist’s is now) and in Banbury, in Parsons Street. Then
in the twenties Mr Pilsworth sold up and the estate was bought by a Q.C. man. He
had no interest in farming and rented out his land to tenants, so my father found
himself out of a job.
He had some money put by and in 1927 bought the lease of the Wheatsheaf
pub, which is now Wheatsheaf House, at the corner of Brick Hill and Ropeway,
where the Swerford Road comes into the village. Business was bad in the mid-20s
because people had no money, and my mother was so soft-hearted she was always
allowing customers to buy baccy and beer “on the book”. The customers always
promised to pay but never did. So after two or three years my parents had to give up
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the pub and moved to Woodbine Cottage near the stream at the bottom of Bridge
Hill.
Times were hard in the village. This was about the time of the General Strike
and there was little work about. The ironstone began to run down about then, and
jobs at the brewery and on the railway were all taken. Unemployed men would
gather at the top of Middle Hill to chat and share a cigarette. Things remained
difficult well into the thirties.
You had to collect your unemployment benefit in Chippy every Friday, which
meant walking or cycling there and back. When my father got back Mr Gibbs, the
landlord, was always waiting to collect the rent, five shillings (25p.) a week. Dad
would put a pound on the lunch table and say, “Sorry, Mother, that’s all we’ve got.”
Everything had to come out of it for the next week. So what little meat we had was
supplemented by rabbit, sometimes twice a week, perhaps as a rabbit pie or rabbit
suet pudding.
Dad found work on the farms, but casual work, not regular. When he could,
he would cut and lay hedges or make willow hurdles in winter, chop out young
vegetables in spring, and later in the year make hay and help with harvesting and
threshing, for six shillings (30p.) a day. Because of his years as a stockman, he had
often watched vets performing on animals and he picked up simple vetting skills like
castrating and lamb-tail cutting. So he started going round various local farms doing
vet jobs for them. They used to say, “Well, how much do we owe you, Jack?” “Don’t
want any money, I want a little pig.”
We had a small pigsty at Woodbine Cottage and would feed the pig until it
was a good size. Then one of the local pig killers would slaughter it for us and joint it
up. Most of it would be cured but some bits, like the briskins (the thick part you see
on a rasher), didn’t cure very well and so they would be cooked as a joint. Since
there was too much for the family and there were no fridges to keep it in, neighbours
would be invited in to help eat the joint.
And so a portion of the pig would finish up on top of the Yorkshire pudding for
me to carry to the bakers!
Geoff Hillman (as told to Donald Ratcliffe)
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The Hooky Bus

The Hook Norton bus at Banbury circa 1920s
(Courtesy: Tobin collection)

The bus service between Banbury and Hook Norton was one of the routes chosen
by the Birmingham and Midland Motor Omnibus Company (BMMO), better known as
the Midland Red, which started operations in Banbury in October 1919. This route
was, of course, in direct competition with the Great Western Railway (GWR) which
had provided a passenger service to and from Banbury since 1887 and still did so.
Initially, the company laid on two services per day using a 30-seater bus
similar to that shown above. It can be imagined that the journey was quite
uncomfortable on a solid-tyred bus over a crushed stone road! This aside, the bus
offered a service to the town and village centres whereas both rail stations were a
fair walk from the centre. Around 1923 an experimental new 'monolastic' road
surface was laid from Milcombe to Hook Norton, no doubt improving traveller
comfort. In the village itself Harry Turnock had a small bus from around this time but
details of that service are unclear.
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In 1929, seemingly in response to the competition from the Midland Red, the
GWR started its own bus operations, alongside its train service, using Guy buses
linking Banbury and Kingham via Hook Norton. This service was fairly short lived,
being transferred to the Midland Red in 1933. By now pneumatic tyres on buses
were the norm so that passenger comfort was greatly improved.
The Harry Turnock bus and business were taken over by Roy Gaddes in
1937, and during World War Two Gaddes's ran a works bus service to and from the
Northern Aluminium Works in Banbury. All three shifts (6am-2pm, 2-10pm and
10pm-6am were serviced with Jack Padbury, Jack Sabin and John Turnock as
drivers. With the opening of the secondary school in 1950, Gaddes's operated the
school bus service to the surrounding villages.
The writer started using the
Midland Red bus in 1961 to get from the
village to work in Banbury. Outbound it
was the 7.50am '487' with the 5.50pm
'497' back in the evening, costing 1/3d
(6p) each way. The outbound route first
went to Wigginton, turning round at the
Dolphin pub (which was near the
church), then onto Milcombe turning up
New Road and onto the A361, and then
on to Bloxham and Banbury. The return

BMMO - S12 Bus
(Courtesy: Tobin collection)

was a similar route except after Bloxham
the bus turned right at the main road to Milcombe, instead of further on at New Road.
The '487' bus terminated in Hook Norton, turning round in the Sun square, whereas
the '497' carried on through the village as far as Chipping Norton.
Operationally, the S12 type bus shown above carried a conductor whereas
about 1961 the later S14/S16 models became one-man operated. In 1977 Midland
Red was re-branded as Ridercross, and today is part of Stagecoach which runs the
current '488' service.
© James Tobin
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Supplying Petrol for Motor Vehicles

High St - 100 years ago

High St - Today

(Courtesy: Tobin collection)

One of the biggest changes to the look of our High Street in the last hundred years
must surely have been the arrival of the motor car. Along with it came the tradesmen
that provided the necessary petrol and servicing requirements. Described as a motor
car proprietor and motor garage, Harry Turnock was the first such business in the
1920s, operating from his ironmongers’ premises in the High Street. He had his
garage in the old Wheelwrights next to 'Corner Cottage', on the site of the presentday Buttercup Cottage (starred below) on the hill leading to Down End.

The old wheelwright’s shop, at the top of Down End
(Courtesy: Village Museum)
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Turnock’s (later Gaddes’s) pumps, High Street
(Courtesy: Village Museum)

By 1924 competition had arrived when Horace Cox established his garage in
Chapel Street, although this was advertised as a motor-cycle and cycle agent,
repairer and garage. These two expanded by 1931 with Turnock becoming a motor
bus proprietor and motor garage, and Cox adding
motor cars to his business profile. At this time
Harry Turnock was supplying Red Stripe petrol for
2/- (10p) a gallon. Dispensing petrol in those days
was via a hand-turned pump, a gallon at a time.
When a gallon had been pumped up from the
underground tank into the machine, it was then
Cox, Chapel Street

released into the cars petrol tank by gravity, then
the next gallon was raised and so on until the

(Village Museum)

required total had been reached. An unusual
feature of the Turnock pumps was that they were set back from the road behind a
pathway, so petrol was pumped overhead through metal pipes to reach the roadway
then folded back against the shop when not in use. Roy Gaddes took over the
Turnock business in 1937 and would eventually build a coach garage in Queen
Street. With the coming of the Second World War the village fire brigade acquired a
more modern engine in the form of an Austin ATV. As a temporary measure this was
7
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housed in Cox's garage so as to be close to the firemen's alert billet at the top of Tite
Lane. With the end of hostilities the fire engine was then housed in the old Turnock
garage before finally getting its permanent home in 1953 in Bourne Lane at the
junction with The Bourne.

Burbridge, High Street
(Courtesy: Tobin collection)

In the 1950s, as the vehicle population grew, more outlets offering petrol
came into being. Stan Wise, an ex-Lagonda engineer, established a National
Benzole filling station and garage where Hill View is now at the bottom of Sibford
Road, and Vera Burbridge added two Fina petrol
pumps to her grocery shop in the High Street
(above). R.S. Gaddes meanwhile continued to sell
Esso and Esso Extra petrol also in the High Street
and, out of the village, John Wood set up a filling
station and garage at The Firs. So at its peak in the
1950s Hook Norton had up to five outlets selling
petrol; nowadays, of course, only The Firs Garage
remains, a mile from the village centre.
© James Tobin
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Wireless in Hook Norton before Mains Electricity

The so-called Golden Age of Radio was from around the late 1920s until the 1950s
and, for those that could afford a “wireless” set, it brought entertainment into their
living rooms like never before.

The B31 Wireless set
(Courtesy: Tobin collection)

Although the supply of electricity in Hook Norton started in 1927 it would be
some years before the whole village was connected. This meant that many villagers
buying a wireless set early on needed to buy a battery-powered model. Typical
perhaps were my grandparents, who were not connected to mains electricity until
late on. In 1937 they decided to purchase a new wireless and bought a battery
model from Trinder Bros in the High Street in Banbury. The chosen set was a
Murphy B31 shown above. This cost them £6.10s (£6.50p), which represented
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roughly a month’s wages at the time. It was
powered by a 120-150 volt battery, larger than
a house brick plus a 2 volt acccumulator, or
wet battery. Gramp would always mark the
date on a new main battery from Gaddes the
Ironmongers to check how long it lasted! The
Dry battery
(Courtesy: Tobin collection)

accumulator had to be recharged now and
then and I can remember it being taken to Mr
Gulliver's in Sibford Road, where he had a

charging bench in an old railway carriage in his garden. A few days
later we would go back and collect our charged accumulator and pay
him 6d (2½p).
Eventually the coming of widespread mains electricity meant an
end of battery powered models but Gramp's battery set lasted well into
the 1950s – as well I remember because we had to keep very quiet
while the football results came through at teatime on Saturday as he

Wet battery

checked his football coupon! Eventually, of course television would
(James Tobin)

take over.
© James Tobin
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Special Branch investigate Security Breach

Warships at Gibraltar?
(Courtesy: Village Museum)

Unlikely as it may seem, it appears that Jim Hackling, the Hook Norton cobbler, was
visited by Special Branch in 1940 concerning a photograph of warships in Gibraltar
harbour that hanged on his wall at 5 Bell Hill. Presumably the reason was that the
image contravened Regulation 3 of The Defence Regulations, 1939, which covered
'Safeguarding Information useful to an Enemy'.
The photograph in question is shown above.
Presumably someone aware of the regulations must have
seen Jim's photo and judged it to be in contravention. Was it
the village police who tipped off Special Branch? The vessel
in the foreground of the photo is the aircraft carrier HMS Ark
Royal. In May 1940 Ark Royal was part of the Home Fleet but
was then sent secretly to the Mediterranean to be based at
Gibraltar as part of Force H. Maybe it was because of this
that the image was so sensitive? One imagines that Special
11
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Branch wanted to know how Jim knew that Ark Royal was in Gibraltar. Such a ship
movement would of course have been very useful information to an enemy!
What Jim's photo actually depicts are two of his model warships being tested
on a local pond to see if they float and the 'Rock of Gibraltar' is the stump of a cut
down tree! As well as making his models to exact scale he also made them so that
they floated correctly. Little could he have known that this would get him in trouble!
It was therefore just a coincidence that he chose his model of the Ark Royal and a
location that could be mistaken for Gibraltar harbour for his photo. As far as we know
the matter was simply explained away, perhaps over a pint and a good laugh, with
no action taken. But it does beg the question why wasn't Jim asked about the
photograph before calling in Special Branch? Anyway, not long after this Jim was
called up for military service, so presumably there was no long-term damage to his
character! Interestingly, during the war his ship models were used in exhibitions
around Oxfordshire to help raise money for the war effort.
Growing up in Hook Norton in the 1950s, I can remember going into
Hackling's shop on Bell Hill and seeing some of his models on display. For example,
there was a huge model of the Queen Mary liner and other ships on shelves;
adorning the walls and hanging from the ceiling were dozens of black painted model
aircraft, all flying towards the door!

Some of Jim's model aircraft
(Courtesy: Village Museum)
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An example of one of his ship models, HMS Collingwood, can be viewed in
the Hook Norton Village Museum. It is thought that the rest of the Jim Hackling
collection of models are now being stored at another local museum.

© James Tobin (with thanks to the Hook Norton Village Museum)
.
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Hooky Children Do Their Wartime Bit
The children of Hook Norton played their part in supporting the war effort in many
ways some of which are detailed here, but perhaps the most surprising example was
their involvement in providing the raw material with which to make ammunition for
our fighting forces.

Collecting Rose Hips (Library image)

By September 1941 the school garden classes had thoroughly embraced the 'Dig for
Victory' campaign and were regularly selling the vegetables they produced, while the
needlework class, needing to overcome restrictions on obtaining new materials, were
learning 'Make Do and Mend'. And, as part of their lessons, we find the woodwork
class were busy making fire beaters for use in the event of incendiaries being
dropped in our crop fields.
In October came the request from local farmers for school help with the potato
harvest. Headmaster Arthur Miller responded by closing the school in the afternoon
on certain days so that the children could help, a pattern that continued throughout
the month and again in the following war years. Meanwhile the school garden
continued to flourish: the yield this year included one ton of potatoes, half a /2 ton of
onions, one ton of carrots and half a ton of beetroot. Then on October 21st all
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classes went out collecting blackberries which
resulted in the cookery class being able to make
120 lbs of jam for the canteen.
In September 1941 the Government
announced that rose hips contain twenty times
more vitamin 'C' than oranges and were
urgently needed for medical purposes. School
children nationally were asked to collect 500
tons during a forthcoming 'Rose Hip Week'. The
campaign was organised on a voluntary basis, offering children 3d (1p) per pound to
gather them. October 1942 was a record month in the village when 23 cwt were
collected and weighed. It appears the record for one child was that held by Audrey
Reeves who received this certificate for collecting
122lbs as part of her St John's badge award.
A year later the Ministry of Supply put out an
appeal for the collection of horse chestnuts
(conkers) for which they will pay 7/6d per cwt
(roughly 50 kg) without the green outer husks. A
chemical from conkers called acetone was used to
make cordite, which was an explosive ingredient
used in shells and bullets. For security purposes it
was never explained why this national campaign
Audrey's certificate

was required. The conkers were sent by train to

top-secret factories at Holton Heath in Dorset and King's Lynn in Norfolk.
For both rose hips and conkers Arthur Miller was the organiser who weighed
them into sacks and put them on the train for delivery; he also received the cheque
from the Ministry and paid the collectors. With the war over, school life gradually got
back to a peacetime programme, but autumn potato picking still involved local
youngsters at weekends, only now they got paid, in time to spend the money at
Banbury Fair!
© James Tobin
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7
Build-up to D-Day

The D-Day landings came as no surprise to many village residents. There had
been signs locally of something building from about a year before Allied forces
landed in France on the morning of June 6th 1944.

Typical corrugated Roadside Ammunition stores (Library image)

On March 9th 1943, for example, a seemingly endless stream of tanks and
military vehicles started to pass through the village. Such was the spectacle, the
headmaster allowed the children to stand in the playground in the afternoon to watch
the convoy pass by. Later it was learned that the convoy was part of an exercise
called Spartan, and some of those passing probably landed on JUNO beach on DDay or the days that followed. Then in September 1943 strange corrugated metal
shelters started to appear on many of the wide roadsides around the village. These
were being put in place to stockpile ground forces’ ammunition which came in
through Hook Norton railway station. The station was geared up to take 25 wagons
per day from the railhead at Kingham. Black American soldiers, camped in the
village, unloaded the wagons onto lorries and loaded the ammunition boxes into the
roadside shelters. This stockpile would eventually move south to the Continent.
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In February 1944 news came through to warn villagers of large-scale tank
movements due to a battle school being located here. It is thought that this was
located mainly in the old Earl of Dudley ironstone workings near the southern set of
viaducts, although tanks would apparently stray and crash
through many hedges on farms outside this area. In March
Brymbo Ironworks had to close because rail rolling stock
was needed for military purposes. Then in April, one
villager recorded, "Tonight planes roar over in noisy
succession, we have never heard anything so ominous,
they seem to be passing in hundreds almost hour by
hour". This would appear to have been transport aircraft
from airfields to the south and west of Oxford training for
AB John Millin

the glider and paratroop operations on D-Day.

At least two of our villagers were in the thick of it on D-Day morning. Able
Seaman John Millin was aboard HMS Hawkins off UTAH beach. The ship was part
of Bombarding Force A and with her 7.5 inch guns
provided naval gunfire support during the landings with
specific targets identified as gun batteries located at Maisy
and St. Martin de Varreville. Meanwhile Private Leslie
Aries of 9th Battalion, Parachute Regiment, was part of the
force dropped in to silence the huge Merville gun battery
which had its guns trained on GOLD, JUNO and SWORD
beaches as well as on ships at sea.
So in various ways Hook Norton folk witnessed
some events associated with one of the greatest events in
Private Leslie Aries

military history.

© James Tobin (Images; Tobin collection)
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8
School closes due to German V-1 Flying Bomb attacks

This might seem an unlikely headline but in fact it is true. In early July 1944, eighty
homeless civilians occupied Hook Norton school classrooms because their homes in
south-eastern England had been bombed by V-1 flying bombs. Consequently the
school had to be closed for education purposes.

The commandeering of buildings such as Hook Norton School for use as a
Rest Centre came under The Defence Regulations (Emergency Powers) Act, 1939.
The idea of a Rest Centre was to provide temporary accommodation for families
made homeless, mainly due to bombing, until other arrangements for them could be
made. Why Hook Norton was chosen is not clear, and details are rather sketchy, but
what we do know is as follows. The accommodation selected as billets in the village
by the Minister of Health were the Senior School, Infant School, and the Baptist and
Wesleyan school rooms, with the Memorial Hall kept in reserve. Key village people
involved were the school headmaster, Arthur Miller, in charge of accommodation and
equipment, John Harris and Ezra Lightfoot, who looked after feeding arrangements
with Mrs Hilda Somers, Women's Voluntary Service (WVS), and a pool of 33 village
volunteer helpers looking after the evacuees.
It is not known when Hook Norton was chosen as a Rest Centre but in April
1941 the school was fitted out with blackout curtains. Perhaps this was triggered by
the blitz of 1940/41. Then in May 1941 we find emergency equipment arriving and,
although the Centre was put on standby in August, it was found not to be needed. In
January 1942 Mr West, an inspector from the Ministry of Health, spent an afternoon
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surveying the village arrangements and was apparently satisfied with what he found.
The Centre then seemingly remained on standby.
On June 13th 1944 the first of the so-called revenge weapons, the V-1 Flying
Bomb, was launched on London from a launch site in northern France. Eventually
9,500 V-1s were launched against southern England before the launch sites were
overrun by the Allied forces in October. In the meantime the results of these attacks
were devastating, resulting in thousands of civilians being made homeless.
On June 30th 1944 word came that the Hook Norton Rest Centre was needed
and initially the Baptist school room was closed to prepare for arrivals. The next day
23 evacuees arrived. By July 4th, 80 people were housed in various school rooms
and it was on this day the school closed for education purposes. By July 6th all the
allotted rooms were in use as a Rest Centre. As yet, it is not known from which part
of south-eastern England the evacuees came.
By July 27th, all the evacuees had left and the school reopened apart from the
Baptist school room, which required fumigation! It was not until August 2nd 1944
that the Hook Norton Rest Centre was officially closed, so ending the short period
during which the village provided a refuge for homeless women and children.
© James Tobin
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9

Betty's Last Days at Brymbo

(Courtesy: Tobin collection)

Built in 1912 and used at Hook Norton from September 1942, 'Betty' was a Hunslet
steam locomotive, one of five railway engines used in the Brymbo ironstone quarry
and was the last steam locomotive running there.
After intensive use during the war, Hook Norton ironstone quarry closed on
June 22nd 1946 and G. Cohen & Sons eventually purchased the whole site and
nearly everything was sold off by February 1949. Still remaining on site were 'Betty'
and three other locomotives, 'Gwen', 'Joan' and 'Black Bess’ (No. 352). A fourth
engine, 'Russell', was earlier sold in 1948 and is now preserved on the Welsh
Highland Heritage Railway. Also remaining unsold were nearly three miles of twofoot gauge rails laid on the Park Farm and Redlands sites.
Betty has the distinction of being the last locomotive used on the site, for it
was used to pull the wagons used to lift the remaining rail network from May to July
1949. Jack Nash was the engine driver for this last duty before 'Betty' and the others
were scrapped on site later that year. The operative who had the task of scrapping
'Betty' saved one of the brass nameplates, shown above, which is currently held in a
private collection. So ended the era of steam locomotives at Brymbo Hook Norton.
© James Tobin
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The Joy of Coach Travel

Roy Scott Gaddes with his family came to Hook Norton in 1937 and took over the
ironmongery business previously owned and run by Harry Turnock. Eventually, after
the war, the business expanded to include a further shop (now the village store) and
also bus travel. While many folk will remember travelling to work or school on a
Gaddes bus, it is perhaps the later coach tours which hold the overriding memories.
The writer recalls going on many day trips including Weymouth, Shrewsbury
Flower Show, Farnborough Air Show, pantomimes at Coventry and Oxford, Coventry
Speedway, and Sunday School outings. There were also 'Mystery Trips' which
always seemed to end up going Evesham way!
One memorable Sunday school outing was to Wicksteed Park. While there
many children bought a pond fishing net on a cane to go exploring in the lake. On
the way back home the nets were hung out of the coach windows to try their luck
with airborne critters. Suddenly the coach brushed by some trees which snatched
the nets off the end, leaving a dozen children looking at the bare cane they were now
holding. I wonder if that tree out Northampton way still has a dozen nets in its
branches?
While the events naturally hold fond memories, it is surely the sing-songs on
the way home that endure in our minds. 'Ten Green Bottles', 'She'll be coming round
the mountain', 'Quartermaster’s Store' and others made the miles simply fly by. The
21
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thing with Hooky folk was their creativity in changing the lyrics to make the songs
more local. For example, a line in 'She'll be coming round the mountain' included
'She'll be wearing Spencer's Corsets when she comes' – Spencer's being a
foundation manufacturer in Banbury. Also in that song was the modification, 'Aye
Aye Ippy, mother’s gone to Chippy'. In ‘Quartermaster’s store’ we had, “There were
six - six - piles of Hick's bricks in the store, in the store'. This made reference to the
Hooky builder William Hicks in Sibford Road. Certain songs were matched to the
theme of the outing; for example, on the way back from Farnborough Airshow we
had to the tune of ‘John Brown's Body’, “He jumped from 40,000 feet without a
parachute”. Happy days!

© James Tobin

P.S. See also the poem by George Dumbleton celebrating a coach trip, organized by the
Hook Norton Welcome Club in 1974, to Prinknash Abbey in Gloucestershire at: https://hooknorton.org.uk/history/views-of-hook-norton/ , pp. 36-37. [Dick: please UPDATE location!]
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The Air Training Corps in Hook Norton

(Courtesy: Tobin collection)

For some twenty-five years Hook Norton was home to 2207 Squadron, Air Training
Corps (ATC). Initially based at the Bell Inn clubroom the unit later moved to a
purpose-built hut located in Netting Street, opposite the manor, shown above, which
later became the temporary site of KMS Litho and later other businesses.
The idea of ATC squadrons was to prepare 13-to-18-year olds for entry to the
RAF. Visits were arranged to RAF stations as part of the cadets’ training and to let
them fly as much as possible. Training included drill and discipline, rifle handling,
Morse code and aircraft recognition. A rifle range was established at the Brewery,
located above the stables, here cadets could learn how to handle and fire a .22 rifle.
The weekly ATC drill night also provided a social side as well; indeed there was a
half-size snooker table located in the hut.
When cadets gained sufficient knowledge and competence in the various
training modules, they earned a badge in the shape of a propeller, which was
proudly sewn on the cuff of their uniform. Those gaining a higher level of proficiency
could perhaps eventually become a Corporal or Sergeant. Officers in charge of the
Squadron over the years have included P/O Ball, P/O Cox, W/O Stratford, F/O Todd,
P/O Moss and Dr Agnew.
Usually drills took place every week and visits to local airfields were usually
on a Sunday. One of the earliest visits was to the RAF Upper Heyford airfield in the
late 1940s, which was then home to No.1 Parachute Training School. Here cadets
made practice parachute jumps on the special training tower there, plus a flight in a
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Dakota aircraft. The image above shows a group ready in their parachute harness
waiting for a flight in a Harvard trainer at RAF Little Rissington in the 1950s. RAF
Moreton-in-Marsh was also visited where cadets flew in Prentice aircraft.
A highlight of the year was the annual summer camp where cadets would
spend a week away at an airfield to get a taste of service life and, of course, to fly as
much as possible! Trips recalled by 2207 Squadron ex-cadets include to RAF Dyce,
Aberdeen, RAF Mount Batten, Plymouth, RAF Filton, Bristol, RAF Swinderby in
Lincolnshire and RAF Shawbury in Shropshire.
An important event each year was the Air Officer Commanding (AOC)
inspection at RAF Abingdon. Here the area commander inspected all the ATC units
under his command, which involved lots of drills, plus, of course, a lot of spit and
polish in preparation. Cadets were rewarded at the end, typically, in the 1950s, with
flights in Beverley and Hastings aircraft.
The exact date of disbandment of 2207 Hook Norton is not known at present
but is thought to have been in the early 1970s. After closure, number 136 Squadron
at Chipping Norton then provided the nearest opportunity for youths to join the ATC.
© James Tobin
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The Last Hooky Picture Show

(Courtesy: Tobin collection)

This 1961 picture taken by the late Doug Marshall, wedding photographer, shows the
billboard for the last film shown at the Thursday cinema held in the Memorial Hall.
This weekly event, operated by Mumford & Cooknell of Banbury, was a popular part
of the village social scene in the 1950s. While the films were not very up to date,
indeed Mantrap was released in 1953, they were nevertheless well received. For
some reason releases of Bomba, the Jungle Boy (1949-1955) were shown on a
regular basis.
To show the film, the projector was located in the kitchen and beamed
through the wall into the hall via the sliding shutter that can still be seen in the wall at
the back of the stage, though often obscured by the modern screen. At that time the
screen was positioned at the far end nearest the road. Seats were located on the
stage as well as in the main hall itself. It cost 2/- (10p) to sit on the stage and 1/9 (8p)
in the Hall.
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The cinema entrance was through the door by the kitchen so the queue ran
along the path leading down. If it was a Bomba film that evening, lads could be seen
swinging in the trees alongside the hall trying to emulate their on-screen hero. Finally
inside, there was often stamping of the feet if the projectionist was a bit tardy starting
the film. Often the film would break during the session which again caused an
outbreak of stamping of feet while the poor projectionist struggled to splice the film
back together. A huge cheer would go up when the film commenced.
As if technical problems were not enough, the local lads had a few tricks of
their own. One was to wait until there was an intense part of the film, then pull the
shutter across and plunge the hall into darkness. This brought Mr Mumford dashing
in with his high-beam torch trying to identify the culprit. By then, of course, the
shutter was open again. Another popular trick was to make a large butterfly shape
suddenly appeared on screen. This was achieved by someone having a long piece
of wire with a shaped piece on the end and holding it up into the projector beam.
Again this brought the powerful torch beam penetrating the dim light to try and
identify the culprit, but by then of course the wire was safely coiled back up and
hiding in a pocket.
Exiting the cinema brought in a well-oiled strategy. Upon seeing 'The End'
everyone ran for the fire doors, pushed the bars and spilled outside. The objective
was to escape before the National Anthem played (Sorry, Your Majesty). If one left it
until the Queen appeared on her horse outside Buckingham Palace, you were too
late. It was said that many lads were home before the National Anthem had finished!
Sadly, by the early 1960s, competition from television, plus increased car
ownership, meant the days of the travelling cinema in this form were over. If anyone
reading this was part of the events described here, thank you for helping make it so
unforgettable.
© James Tobin
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